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TECHNOL.OGV CENTER • 10 WEST 35TH STREET • CHICAGO 16, IL.L.INOIS • CAlumet 5·9600 

October 12,, 1959. 

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Chicago Operations Office 
P. ·o. Box 59 
Lemont, Illinois 

Attention: Steven V. White, Direc_tor 
·Research Contracts Division 

Subject:. ARF 1152-4, Contract No. AT(ll-1)-745, entitled 11 Anlmproved 

Gentlemen: 

. Nuclear Density Gauge, 11 covering the interval from' September :2 
.to. October 1, 1959. 

A nuc~ear density gauge of novel design .is being <;leveloped which 
will have application in both thickr{ess and density measurements. A scintil
lation detector alternately views .. the radiation transmitted .through a S;;Lmple 
and.through a.calibrated wedg:e. In the most simple case,. the .two :radiation 
beams are mechanically. chopped at 60 cps,. and any, differen·ce in intensity_ 
causes a $ervo system. to reposition. the wedge until balance is achieved. Al-

. though the scintillation.counter.is.much.more effident.than an ionization 
chamber in.detecting gamma rays,. it has previously.·not found us_e in industrial 
thickness .gauges because of s:tability -considerations. 

The meqhanical commutating system for balancing desc:dbed in 
detail in ARF Report 1152-3.has been further tested in order to determine long 

. term.mec_hanical stability. Continuous_ opei";;Ltion9f the cam-driven Mic:ro 
Switch. has indica;ted some problems in wear, and< the cam.:.switch- action .is 
being_ modified to correct the difficulty. TJ:ie switch action must remain proper-
ly phased with the mechanical chopper and. the switching duty cycle -must · 
remain COnE!tant. A_linear potentiometer.-haf! been COUpled to·the gear.train 

. for the pu_rpose of driving a. strip-chart recorder so .that_the stability of the 
system. can be ob ~e rye d. · 

Mechanical filters for energy disc-rimination in.the x-r<ly re.gion 
.are -.beil\g_investigated. A Ross filter system using tin and .indium. foils has 
been constructed and an x-ray diffraction-machine is now being used to. balance 
_the filters. It- is necessary ,that the filters be matched in absorption character,-

.- istics. at all energies outside_ the energy window due to the K absorption edges. 
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.::.Soller slits for collimating the -radiation entering and leaving the filters .are 
. being_:made from bundles. of thin. w.all brass tubing. of dimensions 1/ 32" in:.. 
side diameter and. one-half. inch inJength. Soller slits collimate the incoming 

. radiation so that a constant absorber thickness. is seen.by the radiatio~ beam. 
Experirnental.testing. of the Ross filter. ~:?ystem is expec.ted .. to begin .shortly. 

· A setup to determine the stability. of the instrument is now under 
construction. The~e tests will. include a study of the effects of temperature, 
varip.tion. of high voltage, line voltage, decay of. radioactive ,_isotope, etc. 
A simulated .sample will. be. used for some of the~e tests to determine .the 
effects, if any, of the variations on sensitivity. 

Several Russian scientists presented papers at the Third .In-
. dustrial Nuclear. Technology Conference in <:;hicago in late September, and 
. these scientists vis_ited .. the. Foundation d-gring, their stay. .Anlong other things, 
they were. shown the dens.ity gauge developed .on. this project, and they in turn 
.d,escribed some of.their work in this C!,rea. They described a mass measur.ing 
.system -.yhich u!)es a scintillation counter as the detection element. In their 
system, the position of. a calibration source with respect to the detector .is 
periodically var.ied .in ord,er to produce an a-c component in the detector out-

. put. The a.-c component is then separated from the d-e component and is 
used-to control the gain of the scintillation counter. The d-e compone~t of 

.the c:letector signal represents radiation. transmitted .through the sample 

. being measured. 

The ·Russians commented on the balancing_ wedge in our system, 
asking whether there. wasn't a problem due to the mechanical . .inertia. of such 

. an element since it . .is included in .the balancing loop. In general, the speed 
.. of response of a servo system is.limited.by .the inertia of rotating mechani
_cal elements, and.it is desirable to minimize.the mass of suche.lements . 

. However, aever·al factors should .. be considered when the desired. spe .. ed of 
re-sponse is determined. In an.industrial.control process to .maintain con
stant.thickness,. it is in general. not desirable to generate cont.rol signals 
which include :eJC:tremely short .term.Jluctuations, since the average thick-

. ness is being. controlled. mertia is also present in the mechanical. system 
which controls the. material_thickrless, and .. it is not likely that . .it would .fol
iow rapidly changing control signals. As a .result,_ mechanical.integration 
of signal fluctua.tions. is performed, by the servo system and by the control 
mechanism. 

The system now being __ tested. covers a range of approximately 
three in aluminum. thickness. In. a. conventional thickness application, only 
a small. range about a given set point is covered so that the present wedg~ 
.represents :the. conditions .that might be observed in a. wide-range non-
control process. However, for a given-.material, it is _trl}e that the thickness 

. of the -wedge a.t balance must be equal to the .s<=!,mple .thickness. 
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Funds exp,end,ed as of August 31, 1959, including commitments, 
we.re $.5560 .. 90, .leaving a balance of $22,, 605. io. As of-September 30, 1959, 

. it is estimated .that 27 percent of Jhe work of .the program has been completed; 

.. Respectfully submitted, 

ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
of Illinois Institute. of Technology 

~?n.~ 
G. M. Burgwald, 
Group Leader 
Nuclear· Physics 

/4J~ 
. C. A. Stone, Supervisor 
Nuclear Physics Section 
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